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TOP MENU BAR
Designed for the iPhone®, MyArtToolsLite is user-friendly and is suitable for any skill level
from beginner to professional. People of all ages can use it for simple fun, fast concept
sketches or photo editing.
Two compositions can be open at the same time. One in portrait orientation, and one in
landscape orientation. Each composition can contain multiple layers.
When Apple releases an iPhone® supporting the Apple Pencil® this app is ready-built to
support the Apple Pencil
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Tools: This will toggle the drawing and painting tools panel on or oﬀ.

Layers: This will toggle the layers panel on or oﬀ.

Tool Properties: This panel contains various settings for each tool. See the "Tool
Properties" link for more details.

Background Color: Touching this control will open the color picker. The active
control will be surrounded by a red border. Choose a color for the canvas
background.
File: This opens the file menu with five options:
•
•
•
•
•

New File
Open Layered File
Share High Resolution
Save to Photo Album
Save as Layered File

Share: This opens the share panel. iOS applications that provide sharing will
appear in the window.

TOOL PANEL
Tool Panel - Activate tools by touching them.
Selection Tool: This will select and move a drawing layer by touching the active
layer and dragging it to a new position. (See the "Layer Panel" and "Tool
Properties" panel for more details.)
Eraser: This will only erase within the currently active layer (the highlighted
layer in the Layers Panel). Adjust the size of the eraser in the "Tool Properties"
panel. The eraser cannot be used with Font layers.
Pencil: When selected, the size of the pencil can be adjusted from 1 - 10 in the
"Tool Properties" panel. Adjust the opacity to control shading variations of the
lines.

The pencil also has a velocity response. A drawn line will increase in width as
velocity of motion increases.
Pen: The slider value aﬀects the force applied by the pressure of a finger on the
screen. The force value varies from 0.25 to 2.0 in increments of 0.25. Higher
values provide greater thickness for the drawn line.
No opacity is available for this tool.
Brush: This tool sizes from 1 - 10, however, the bristle size and quantity also
changes with resizing, so the actual size of a stroke may appear larger at 10 than
other tools. Opacity can be adjusted from 0.05 to 1.0.

Lowering the opacity produces some interesting fades for a brush stroke, similar
to a glazing technique.

Laser: This tool uses the line color and the glow color. The glow color can be
changed in the tool properties panel. The glow color is the edge color and flows
out as the laser is drawn producing some interesting eﬀects. Adjust the opacity
from 0.05 - 1.0 for additional eﬀects.
Text: There is a lot to digest with this tool. For details see the "Text Editing link
in the table of contents."

Image Picker: An image can be imported from the Photo Album. Add images to
the composition as needed. See the “Import Images" link in the table of contents
for details. Any added image can be converted to another tool in the Tools
Properties panel.

Quick Colors Button: Touching this button opens the Quick Color Panel.
This panel saves screen space. Use it for
rapidly switching between the eyedropper,
color chooser, and the active drawing tool.

Eye Dropper: Select this tool and move your finger over any point on the canvas
to select the color at that point. The eye dropper will always fill the active
(currently chosen) color control. The active color control will always have a red
border around it. IMPORTANT: When done with the Eye Dropper, in order to
continue working, select a layer (in the Layers Panel) to exit the eye dropper
tool's functionality.
There are several things worth mentioning about the eye dropper:
• While the eye dropper tool is active, selecting diﬀerent color picker wells
will activate them for receiving the eye dropper's color selection.
• When the eye dropper is active, selecting color controls does not open the
color wheel.
• If the overall composition is changed while the eye dropper is active, like
a layer gets hidden, the eye dropper will turn oﬀ and need to be
reactivated for use on the changed graphic.
• Selecting a layer, selecting a new tool, rotating the iPhone and hiding or
unhiding a layer will turn the eye dropper oﬀ. In these cases it will need
to be reactivated for further use.
Line Color Control: Touching this will open the color picker to choose a color
to fill the control. See Color Controls and Picker for more details.

L AY E R S PA N E L
Layer Panel: This is the panel that controls the bottom to top construction of the
composition.
• Touching a layer will make it the active layer, and its background color
will highlight gray.
• Touching the eye will hide that layer. Touching the red x will unhide that
layer.
• Touching a layer's icon allows the editing of that layer's title text. After
entering the text, touch the DONE button on the keyboard to complete
the change.
• Use the up and down arrows to move the active layer up or down in the
layer order. Layers at the top of the order are the top layers of the
composition. Layers at the bottom of the order are the bottom layers of
the composition.
• Touching the trash can will delete the active layer This cannot be undone.
• Adjusting the "Layer Opacity" slider back and forth will adjust the
transparency of only that layer. 0.0 is completely transparent and 1.0 is
completely opaque.

TOOL PROPERTIES
Use this panel to change the settings for any tool except the Font tool. The
available settings change with the active tool being used.
Here is a typical example:

Use the X and Y + buttons to tweak the layer's
location.

Filters: Touching this button opens the filter selection list.

Choose a filter to begin applying it to the currently active layer. In this case the
Zoom Blur filter is selected showing three options.

Make adjustments and apply the filter by touching the Apply to Layer button.

BAC KGROUND C OLOR
Touching this control will open the color picker. The active control will be
surrounded by a red border. Choose a color for the canvas background.

The button with the red diagonal, when touched, will turn the background
transparent.

FILE
The file menu comes with six options:

• New File: This clears the current canvas and refreshes it with a
transparent background.

• The help panel

will only open in portrait orientation.

• Share High Resolution: This option opens the sharing window. (High
resolution files are not recommended for uploading to social networking
platforms. A better option is to upload them to a large-file distribution
platform like iCloud or Dropbox. )
In sharing choose Save to Files.

This will open access to any large-storage applications that you have
available on your iPhone or network.

For information on how to use and add third party apps to the iOS Files
App visit: https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT206481

• Open Layered File: This opens a panel with a selection list of saved files.

- Select a file. A thumbnail of the sketch will appear above the list.
- Touch "Open Selection" to open a file. All layers will reopen at retina
resolutions.

- Touch the trash can to delete the file and all its data from the iPhone.
The deletion cannot be undone.

- The List:

• Save to Photo Album: When a composition is completely finished, saving it to
the Photo Album is a good way to store it. If the Photo Album is connected to
iCloud, the composition will get backed up as well. The image will save with
the resolution of the retina screen.

• Save as Layered File: When creating a layered file on-screen, as more layers are
used, the size of the file in memory can grow significantly. You have the option
of saving the layered file or exporting it to the Photo Album. If the intent is to
work on the drawing again, it's better to save as a layered file, so that later it
can be opened and work can continue. All layers will save at the screen retina
resolution. A name must be provided before the file can be saved. Saving and
reopening uses a lot less memory than maintaining it onscreen. Save
frequently (this is a mantra those of us in the field know all too well).

SHARE
The sharing of images by users is mainly associated with social networks, such as email,
messages, Twitter, Facebook, Weibo, Instagram, etc. Because of this, the images created for
sharing are not high resolution. Depending on the complexity of a composition, high
resolution PNG images can be anywhere from 5MB to 40MB in size.
If you need to send a high resolution image via iCloud, Dropbox or some other large-file
distribution system, you should use the Files Menu > Share High Resolution option. You will
find more details on sharing high resolution images by selecting File within the Help Files
table of contents.
First this opens an alert to provide image cropping.

• Choosing NO goes directly to the sharing window. iOS applications that
provide sharing functionality will appear in the window. Scroll and choose
an icon and follow the instructions to share the image.

• Choosing YES opens the cropping window. This is a full screen window
containing the current image. Drag inside the image to select the area for
cropping. Then touch the Crop Image button.

• Choosing the Crop Image button returns to the drawing interface and
opens the sharing window. In the example below, the email application is
selected.

• When the email application is selected, it will open showing the cropped
image.

IMPORT IMAGES
Images: Images can be imported from the Photo Album. User your fingers to
zoom and position the image as needed.

Dimensions Using the Photo Library: All images imported from the Photos
Library can adapt to the current screen dimensions.

To maintain the dimensional relationship of the original image prior to adding it
to the canvas:
•
•
•
•

Select an image from the Photo Library
Select Fit to Screen Dimensions
Select Add Image
The image will resize to the screen while maintaining the proportional
width and height relationship of the graphic

Resolution Using the Photo Library: Screen resolutions change as technology
develops. All images imported from the Photos Library can be imported using
the current screen resolution.

• Select an image from the Photo Library
• Select Fit to Screen Resolution
• Select Add Image
• Lower resolution images imported into higher resolution screens will
appear smaller onscreen
• Higher resolution images imported into lower resolution screens will
appear larger onscreen

TEXT EDITING
When the Text button is touched, the screen prompts to, "Touch and drag to
create a text input area." A red rectangle will surround the size of the area being
tracked. End the touch when the size of the red rectangle is what's needed.
• When the touch ends this will appear in the area being described:

• When a double tap is made, the text area appears with a border, and the
editing panel appears.

- Edit the text in the panel as needed. Editing can be done for the font
size, font family, family styles, area width and area height.

- Use the + and - buttons to tweak text into precise positions.

- Touch the A+ button to open the font picker.

Drag to reposition the font picker as needed. Choose a font from the
system font families and family styles. Adjust the alignment and the
text size as needed.

- The text can be dragged into a new position.

• Touch the colors button to open the font color editing tools. Drag to
reposition the font color editing tools.

- A negative number for the stroke will create a stroke width around the
fill color.

- A positive number for the stroke width will create an outline font
without color.

- Here stroke is set to -4 wide, stroke color to blue, fill color to red, and
the text has been given a drop shadow.

COLOR CONTROLS
Color Controls store and control the colors that can be used in the interface.
• Any color control that is touched will open this color picker.

• The color picker slider will darken or lighten the display circle of colors.
• The large rectangle will dynamically fill with colors as a finger tracks
across the color display.
• Touch the small black and white squares for quick access to those colors.
• The color picked in the color picker will fill the active color control. The
little circle will show the location of the chosen color.
• The active color control will always have a red border around it. Like this:

P R I VAC Y
Our privacy policy is very simple. We collect no information from you. None. Zero.
We do provide the ability to import images to the canvas from the Photo Album. We also
provide the ability to share sketches using social networking applications. All of these are
optional for the user.
The above sharing options are the only means of using this program for social connections.
There is a reason for this, and that is to make the program possible to be used by underage
youth. Adults have the option of providing those connections, or not, through the settings of
the iPhone Settings> General> Restrictions.

